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BEST

BARBADOS EMPLOYMENT AND
SUSTAINABLE TRANSFORMATION
PROGRAMME

Background
The Government of Barbados is introducing the Barbados
Employment and Sustainable Transformation (BEST)
Programme in response to the social and economic impact
of COVID-19.
The programme is focused on re-engagement of workers
in the tourism sector. The emphasis on tourism is for three
reasons:
(a) tourism cannot recover on its own before a vaccine or
treatment for COVID is widely distributed;
(b) tourism employs approximately 40% of the workforce;
and
(c) there are strong linkages between tourism and the
rest of the economy.

Under the programme,
tourism firms will be offered
grants and an investment
via Preference Shares to
fund the re-engagement
of their workers at a level
of 80% of their normal
pay and investments in
the transformation of the
tourism plant.

The BEST plan will give
companies the choice of paying
severance to their workers in
the new expedited process,
or accepting grants and a
share investment from the
Government to re-engage their
workers, deliver real certifiable
training, and invest now in order
to command higher revenues
and lower costs when tourism
returns.

BEST saves companies and
the National Insurance and
Social Security Scheme from
an onerous severance liability.
Employers will need to be
creative at re-engaging all of
their workforce, finding good
training options, investing
wisely, and repaying the
investment when their profits
return.
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A critical additional part
of the programme is a
comprehensive training
programme that would
substantially raise quality,
value and productivity, to be
paid for by and implemented
with the assistance of the
National Transformation
Initiative (NTI).

BEST saves workers from
prolonged unemployment
and delayed benefits; and
saves the country from
the devastating social,
psychological and economic
effects of prolonged
unemployment.

In return for this
commitment from workers
and companies, the
Government will undertake
the biggest economic
recovery package in the
nation’s history.
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The Comprehensive
Training programme that
is part of BEST
1

The NTI will assist firms with the preparation of tourismspecific training plans and will meet the cost of NTI
sourced training. The NTI already has funds of $10 M
provided for training of Barbadians. An additional
amount of $10 M is to be provided with a mandate to
provide special focus on the broad tourism sector.
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Grants and a Share
Investment
2

The Government’s investment into tourism firms will be
in two parts:
i)

first to cover their re-engagement with their workers
and a limited Voluntary Separation Package (VSEP)
programme; and

ii)

secondly, to fund their investment plans.

The Government will make its investment primarily
by way of purchasing BEST (Preference) Shares in the
participating company.
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To encourage companies to employ whatever cash
and foreign exchange, they have ahead of accepting
Government’s investment, the Government will further
match 120% of whatever proportion of wages, VSEP or
investments the company can contribute themselves in
foreign exchange (sold to the Central Bank of Barbados)
or 100% if it is in Barbados dollars, in the form of a grant.
The amount of the grant will be capped at $500,000
per property and not more than two properties per
ownership group.
Only the balance of the wage and VSEP bill and
investment plans would then be funded by the sale of
BEST Preference Shares to the Government.
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For example:
A small company is looking for an investment of
$2,000,000 to cover $1,700,000 of wages plus social
security contributions for twelve months and $300,000
for a new solar photovoltaic (PV) system, and it puts up
$100,000 of that itself in US dollars.
The Government will send $120,000 to the company as
a grant and the balance of $1,780,000 will be invested
in the form of the BEST Shares purchased by the
Government and issued by the company.
The wage component of the funds will be sent to the
company by the Government monthly and the company
will send to the Government monthly the equivalent
amount of new shares.
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The BEST Share is an equity investment in the company.
It is not debt.
There is no repayment date or schedule of required
payments of interest and principal and no default if
these are not honoured.
But this is also not a give-a-way. This is an investment
with an expected return.
The BEST Share will be issued by the company and
held initially by the Government. It is a non-voting,
marketable, redeemable, convertible, preference share.
An example of the Preference Share will be published
shortly. To encourage firms to prioritise the return of this
investment the Preference Share carries the following
conditions:
(a) the issuer or company may redeem its BEST Shares
at their face value at any time at their discretion
without penalty;
(b) the Government may sell its BEST Shares at any
time. The company will have the right of first refusal
to buy those shares at a maximum price of their
face value;
(c) the company’s owners and shareholders cannot
withdraw any dividends from the company until
the BEST Shares have been fully redeemed or
repurchased, the definition of dividends will include
any additional fees and levies paid to related
parties.
(d) there can be no asset sales or increase in
management compensation (other than cost of
living adjustments) without the prior approval of
holders of BEST Shares;
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(e) for the first two years the BEST Shares will carry a
0% coupon. After year 2, the BEST Shares will carry
a 2.0% coupon to be paid out of profits where they
exist, rising to 5%, after year 5 and 7% after year 7.
This is not similar to an interest rate on a piece of
debt in that payment of this coupon is out of profits,
not revenues and does not have to be paid if there
are no profits. The 2.0% does not roll up into future
years.
(f)

if a company has not paid the coupon on its BEST
Shares in any two years out of four in which there
was a coupon, the holder of BEST Shares will be
entitled to convert their BEST Shares into the
ordinary voting share capital of the company.
The rate of conversion will be proportional to the
net book value of the company, with fair value
adjustment, as determined by external auditors.
For instance, if there are $2M of BEST Shares
outstanding and the net book value of the company
with fair value adjustment is $5M, then if no coupon
had been paid by year 5 since the shares were
issued, the holder could chose to convert to their
BEST Shares at a rate where if all of the BEST Shares
were converted, the holder would hold 40% of the
ordinary voting share capital of the participating
company ($2 million face value of BEST Shares / $5
million net book value of the company).
The conversion can be prevented by the firm paying
the coupon due that year.
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Conditions for employee
re-engagement
5

Under the proposal, the Government will offer
companies an equity investment to enable them to
offer their workers a re-engagement programme for 24
months, at 80% of their pay as at December 2019, up
to the National Insurance and Social Security Scheme’s
maximum insurable earnings limit of $4,880.00 per
month.
The duration of the employee re-engagement
programme is 24 months.
If during those 24 months revenues return to over
90% of 2019 revenues, or at any time at the choosing
of the firm, the Government and firm will enter into a
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negotiation to see if the wage support component of
BEST may be reasonably reduced while maintaining
employment levels.
Participating firms will receive funds for wages monthly
and these funds will include the employer’s National
Insurance contribution.

For example:
If the wage bill for re-engaging a company’s100-staff
for 12 months at 80% of their full-time wage plus social
security payments at December 2019 was $1,700,000,
then the Government will invest $1,700,000, in the
company by purchasing BEST Shares from the company.
Companies opting into this arrangement would not be
severing their employees but re-engaging them and so
the employees will not be claiming severance as long as
that employment continues.
The programme will cover potentially all workers being
re-engaged on their normal time, subject to the normal
seasonal operational schedule of the company.
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Employers can decide not to participate in the
programme and pay severance instead for their
employees.
During the two-year programme, workers and employers
participating in the plan will be paying their employers
and employees statutory contributions which will be
funded by the Government’s investment and will restore
the employees’ rights to unemployment benefit after 12
months of engagement in the programme.
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The Barbados Severance Payment Act, Chapter 355A,
will need to be amended so that it is clear that if an
employer were to lay off a re-engaged employee
before their right to unemployment benefit had been
restored, the weeks of lay off between March 1st 2019 to
September 1st 2019 will count once more towards the 13
weeks for eligibility for severance pay from the employer.
Consequently, accepting the re-engagement does not
undermine the workers’ future right to severance.
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To join the programme companies and their worker
representatives must submit a Joint Return to Work &
Training Plan.
In the case where an employee believes their company
has not offered them a reasonable work and training
option, independent arbiters appointed by the
Committee, will determine in an expeditious manner,
whether the company made a reasonable offer to the
employee, and if not, refer the matter to the Employer
and the National Insurance Department for action.
Persons have the right of appeal.
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In considering the eligibility of a company for a grant
or investment to cover re-engagement of workers, the
approval committee will be minded that the programme
is not intended for those companies that are able to reengage their workforce over the next 24 months without
Government assistance.
In some circumstances, the Committee may decide
that the objective of re-engaging as many workers as
possible at a company is best served by the Government
offering less support than the maximum available,
rather than choosing between full support or no support.
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Separate from severance, companies may offer VSEPs
to the small number of people who cannot reasonably
return to work given their medical or personal
circumstances and these VSEPs will be funded through
the BEST Programme.
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Conditions for the
Government to fund
investments
11
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The Government will provide support through the BEST
programme for transformational investments for those
companies that either through the BEST program
or otherwise have substantially re-engaged their
workforce.
Within twelve weeks, companies must also submit a
Greening and Digitization Investment Plan. This plan
will indicate investments that target a greater than
20% improvement in net revenues when tourism returns.
The priority areas are as follows:
(a) companies full switch over to renewable energy and
other energy and water savings;
(b) investing in building resilience and increasing
value through mutually beneficial links within the
tourism sector including direct tourism services and
deepening integration into the value and supply
chain for manufacturing, agriculture and services
including creative and cultural services
(c) digitising all services and processes, to lower costs
and improve services and sustainability; and
(d) refurbishing and expanding the plant in a green
and sustainable manner.
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There will be an initial limit of $2M per property for
the investment component of the programme with
a maximum of two such Investment Plans per single
owner.
Companies will submit their Green Investment Plans
to a Rapid Approvals Unit within twelve weeks;
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Implementation
14

The Secretariat for BEST will be in the Ministry of
Tourism and International Transport.
The Unit for the implementation and monitoring of the
BEST Plan will be established in the Enterprise Growth
Fund Limited (EGFL) and will have a staff of 10 persons
on 2-year contracts with an option to renew who will
work remotely, each with a portfolio of 20 businesses.
The staff will at a minimum be those with substantial
experience as accountants, auditors, financial analysis,
bankers, procurement specialists or any other relevant
experience.
The staff must carry out site visits and spot checks on
a rolling quarterly basis. The staff will be supervised by
and report to the CEO and Board of EGFL.
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An Oversight Committee of the Director of Finance and
Economic Affairs; the Permanent Secretary, Ministry
of Tourism and International Transport; and a senior
private sector representative with tourism experience
will oversee operations.
Reports must be submitted to the Committee by the
Unit for Implementing and Monitoring in the EGFL for
onward transmission to the Prime Minister no later than
21 days after the end of each quarter.
All refusals must be sent to the Committee for onward
transmission to the Prime Minister.
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If a company does not comply with the rules of the BEST
Programme it can lead to an immediate cessation of
their programme and a demand for return of any grant
funding provided under the programme.
Use of funds provided for other than the intended
purpose will be considered as fraudulent.
Any attempt to disadvantage employees through shorttime or lay-off or extraction of dividends or unusual
increases in compensation by management or owners
will be considered a breach of the programme.
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Companies will apply for funds under the programme
through an application form that will be widely
available.
An application form is attached to this document. When
completed it must be returned to the:

BARBADOS EMPLOYMENT AND SUSTAINABLE
TRANSFORMATION (BEST) PROGRAMME
Enterprise Growth Fund Limited
Westgate
Monteith Gardens
Barbarees Hill
St. Michael
Submissions by email with all accompanying documents
to be submitted to email address:

bestapplication@barbados.gov.bb

